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The 2001 Annual Summer School of the Society of Cartographers
will be held at the

University of Leicester
September 3-6 2001

The theme of the Conference will be:

A Cartographic Space Odyssey
Proposed sessions illustrating this theme include:

� Mapping of Space

� Maps from remotely sensed data

� Sensory space – spatial awareness

� Open spaces and field mapping

� Mapping in cyberspace

¤ web cartography

¤ from data to publication

� Old Space - Geological and Archaeological cartography and illustration

� A cartographic OdySsey

You are invited to submit short abstracts for papers (100 words) on these or any other cartographic
themes. Closing date for submissions March 31st.

During the conference there will be the opportunity to participate in a simulated space mission at the
Challenger Learning Center. This, the first of its kind outside of North America, is a particularly inno-
vative feature of the new National Space Science Centre that is being developed in Leicester. Groups
of delegates will act as crew members and mission control.

Visits have also been arranged to Wildgoose, who produce map products based on aerial photogra-
phy, and the British Geological Survey.

Prepare for lift off in 2001.

Kate Moore
2001 SoC Summer School
Departments of Geography and Geology
University of Leicester
Leicester
LE1 7RH

Tel: 0116 252 3855
Fax: 0116 252 3854
Email: mek@le.ac.uk

http://www.geog.le.ac.uk/Conferences/SoC2001



April 4th, 2001 - Newcastle, UK

EDINA are hosting a Geo-data Forum for all inter-

ested members of UK academia on Wednesday, 4 April

2001, at the University of Newcastle. The idea of this event

has arisen from the huge amount of geo-related activity cur-

rently going on at EDINA, at MIMAS and at other

subject-oriented centres.

The aims of the day are:

� to inform the academic community about a range
of current geo-related activities

� to gather views from the academic community
about where priorities for further development
should lie

The event should be of interest to:

� institutional Site Representatives for geo-services
such as Digimap and UKBORDERS

� academics who use geodata in their teaching or re-
search

Presentations on the day will include:

¤ Digimap service developments

¤ Mapping and visualising the Census

¤ Landmap: creation of base map data from space

¤ Geo-data needs for HE: a discussion

¤ Projects report: data discovery and adding place to the
DNER

¤ Developing geo-data services for Learning and
Teaching

EDINA had initially planned to hold Digimap training

half-days on 3 and 5 April at the University of Newcastle.

However these training events have been cancelled.

The geo-data forum will be held at the Department of

Geomatics, University of Newcastle, on Wednesday, 4

April 2001. For a site map, see:

http://geomatics.ncl.ac.uk/admin/maps/department.htm

The forum starts at 10.00 and finishes at 16.20. There is

no charge for the event, nor for the simple lunch (with vege-

tarian options) and refreshments provided. However, you

are responsible for arranging your own travel and accom-

modation.

To book a place on the forum, email

edina-training@ed.ac.uk, stating your name, job title and

institution, and any special needs e.g. dietary.

More information and updates are available at the EDINA events
page:
http://edina.ed.ac.uk/docs/events.html

April 10-11, 2001 - Aberdeen, UK

Space, Culture, Power, an Interdisciplinary Con-

ference at University of Aberdeen. Space, culture, power -

these three terms have become ‘keywords’ in the liturgies

of most interpretative disciplines over recent decades.

Space and power define cultures; and yet they often remain

embedded, hidden elements of the cultural topographies of

social groupings. Spatial structures frequently reflect the

political dynamics of a social context while recursively

shaping and influencing those same political processes.

Like the much-contested notion of culture itself, space and

power are shifting categories, often inseparable and almost

impossibly broad, and yet perhaps undeniably relevant to

the interpretation of social contexts. Anthropologists, histo-

rians, archaeologists, sociologists, geographers, architects,

and social and cultural critics broadly defined are invited to

contribute papers which discuss, apply, or interrogate the

terms above in theoretically-informed ways. Among the

topics included is “Urban and rural landscapes.”

Additional information from: Dr. Phil Withington, Lecturer in Cul-
tural History, Old Brewery, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen
AB24 3UB.

April 18-20th 2001 - Glamorgan, UK

GIS RESEARCH UK CONFERENCE

The Steering and Local Organising Committees have

pleasure in announcing the Ninth Annual GIS Research

Conference (GISRUK 2001) which is being held at the

University of Glamorgan on 18th - 20th April, 2001.

GISRUK 2001 is a joint venture between the University of

Glamorgan and Cardiff University.

The focus of the GISRUK conference series is on origi-

nal RESEARCH. The GISRUK series builds on the

interdisciplinary foundations of GIS, and regularly draws

participants from Computer Science, Geography, Sur-

veying, Environmental Science, Engineering, Geomatics,

Remote Sensing and Archaeology. The conference

programme will reflect this diversity.

Examples of sessions planned are: Environment,

Planning, Crime Mapping & Analysis, Health, Transport,

Automated Map Generalisation, Geocomputation, Digital

Terrain & Surface Modelling, and Remote Sensing.

GISRUK now provides a framework for GIS research-

ers at all stages of their careers, to see their work in a

national and international context. GISRUK acts as a fo-

rum for announcing, discussing, and publishing research

ideas. In addition, as in previous years, pre-conference

workshops are scheduled for young researchers and post-

graduates who are just starting out on the research pathway.

As a guide, the full cost of the conference will be less

than 200 Pounds Sterling (with further discounts of 20-25%

for post-graduates). This will cover attendance at all ses-

sions during the 3 days, 2 nights en-suite accommodation,

all meals and refreshments, and all social events, including

the conference dinner.

Further details of the meeting are available at:

http://www.comp.glam.ac.uk/gisruk/gisruk.html

Contact: Dr. David Kidner/Prof. Gary Higgs, Co-Chairs
GISRUK’2001, University of Glamorgan, GIS Research Centre
Pontypridd, Rhondda Cynon Taff, WALES CF37 1DL,
e-mail: gisruk@glam.ac.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1443 482647
Fax: +44 (0)1443 482715
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April 18, 2001 - Milwaukee

The Map Society of Wisconsin presents Jim

Engstrom, a GIS Specialist with the Bureau of Land Man-

agement who will speak on Land Use Mapping at 7 PM.

Meetings are held at the AGS Collection, 3rd floor east

wing, Golda Meir Library, University of Wiscon-

sin-Milwaukee.

For more information, call 414-229-6282.

April 21, 2001 - New York

The Washington Map Society will meet with the New

York Map Society 10 AM at the New York Public Library,

5th Avenue and 42nd Street. Alice Hudson, chief of the Map

Division, will guide us through the exhibit Heading West:

Mapping the Territory in the Gottesman Exhibition Gallery.

Some 170 maps in this exhibit illustrate the mapmakers’

growing awareness of the West as a region. From imaginary

watery passages across the continent, to explorers’ maps, to

wagon, stage and railroad mapping, on to maps of settle-

ment and finally gold mining mania - all of these

cartographic images of the West will be on display. Accom-

panying the map exhibit, in the Edna Barnes Salomon

Room on the third floor, will be an exhibit Touring West - a

lively presentation of memorabilia from the various theatri-

cal, musical and entertainment groups that were among the

first folk to travel in an organized fashion out to the frontier.

After lunch, we will have a chance to view the maps for sale

at the New York Antiquarian Book Fair held in the Park Av-

enue Armory, Park Avenue and 67th Street.

Please advise John Docktor at 717-846-8995 if you plan to partic-
ipate.

April 24-26, 2001 - Staffordshire, UK

The 12th ESRI (UK) Conference and Technical

Workshops will be held at Keele Conference Centre,

Staffordshire between 24th and 26th April. Attendance at

the Conference is generally regarded to be the most effec-

tive way that users can ensure they are getting maximum

benefit from their investment in GIS and spatial data. This

is an opportunity to get an update on new releases and user

implementations, and hear latest news and information on

the ESRI ongoing software development programme. The

Technical Workshops will be held on the afternoon of 24th

April. Workshop Option 1 will cover what’s new in

ArcGIS. Workshop Option 2 will be an Introduction to

ArcIMS.

Full details can be found at ESRI (UK)’s web site at:
http://www.esriuk.com/

April 26, 2001 - London

Maps and Society Tenth Series Programme - Dr

Noël Golvers (Faculty of Arts, Catholic University

Leuven). European Jesuits as Cartographers of China in the

Last Decades of the Seventeenth Century. - University of

London, Warburg Institute, Woburn Square at 5.00 pm. Ad-

mission is free and each meeting is followed by refresh-

ments. All are most welcome. This lecture series in the

history of cartography is convened by Tony Campbell (Map

Library, British Library) and Dr Catherine Delano Smith

(Institute of Historical Research, University of London).

The programme has been made possible through the gener-

ous sponsorship of The International Map Collectors’

Society, Jonathan Potter of Jonathan Potter Ltd., and

Laurence Worms of Ash Rare Books. It is supported by

Imago Mundi: the International Journal for the History of

Cartography. Displays on the theme of each lecture, at the

Royal Geographical Society, are arranged by Francis Her-

bert, Hon. F.R.G.S.

Enquiries to 020 7412 7525 (Tony Campbell).

April 26, 2001 - Washington

The Washington Map Society will have a field trip to

the National Geographic Society, M Street NW Entrance

(between 16th & 17th Streets). Meet inside at 7 PM to learn

about the Development of the 7th Edition of the National

Geographic World Atlas. Our host is Allen Carroll of the

NGS Maps Administration, who was the NGS’s leader in

the development of the Atlas. Following a presentation

about the work, we will divide into groups to see how

up-to-date GIS, data bases, and other modern technologies

were incorporated into this publication.

Please contact Tom Sander at 703-426-2880 if you plan to partici-
pate.

April 28, 2001 - Norfolk, United Kingdom

The International Map Collectors’ Society is offer-

ing members a unique opportunity to view John Inny’s

collection of atlases, maps and prints at Holkham Hall. Un-

til the late Dr Helen Wallis, O.B.E., and Mary Alice

Lowenthal started work studying parts of this collection it

was virtually unknown in the map world and rarely visited.

But it is quite simply ‘outstanding’ - comparable to the

King’s Topographical Collection in the British Library. It

includes an 11-volume set of Blaeu and an Ortelius atlas,

but the jewel in the crown is the 113-volume A General Sys-

tem of Cosmography, or Elements of Astronomy and

Geography, Illustrated by Maps, Plans and Views Collected

from the most eminent Authors Ancient and Modern by

John Innys. Innys (1695-1778) was a London bookseller

and collector who described his collection as ‘the amuse-

ment of my leisure hours for above 30 years’. It was

acquired by the Earl of Leicester in the 1750s and now

forms part of the present Earl’s amazing library of 10,000

volumes. Included in this magnificent collection are the li-

braries of Chief Justice Coke (1552-1634) and his heir

Thomas Coke (1697-1759). The topographical collection

of John Innys, Citizen and Stationer of London was assem-

bled between about 1714 and 1750.

For additional information contact Valerie Scott, P.O. Box 412,
Aylesbury, HP18 OXE, Fax: +44 (0)1296 658892.
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April 30-May 2, 2001 - Taupo, New Zealand

The first National Geo-spatial Conference

GeoCart’2001 and the meeting of the International Carto-

graphic Association (ICA) Commission on Visualisation

and Virtual Environments. This will be the most significant

national geo-spatial meeting ever held in New Zealand and

the first ever ICA event in this country. The GeoCart’2001

Conference is being organised by the New Zealand Carto-

graphic Society, in association with Land Information New

Zealand and the Spatial Analysis Facility at the University

of Auckland. It will be held at the outstanding facilities of

the Wairakei Resort in the heart of North Island, New Zea-

land.

The theme of GeoCart’2001 is Visualising New Zea-

land in the New Data Environment, in recognition of the

growing close linkage between the new spatial information

environment and developments in geo-spatial sciences, in

particular the visualisation of spatial data. Key sessions will

address themes that link the growth of dynamic and

infrastructural datasets with modern cartographic fields

such as interactive mapping and visualisation, radical car-

tography, virtual reality, Internet mapping and

geo-computation.

Additional information from Igor Drecki.

May 3-5, 2001 - Washington

The Phillips Society annual meeting will be in the Li-

brary of Congress with a theme focusing on the Mapping of

Latin America.

For more information regarding membership and the activities of
the Society please contact Executive Secretary, Dr. Ronald E.
Grim at 202/707-8532.

May 9, 2001 - Ann Arbor, Michigan

The Michigan Map Society will meet in the William

L. Clements Library, 909 South University Avenue at 7:30

PM to hear Marion Jackson speak about Inuit Maps and

Drawings of Canada.

For further information contact Brian Dunnigan at 734-764-2347
or Justin Krasnoff at 734-665-2236.

May 9, 2001 - Chapel Hill, North Carolina

The Cumming Map Society will meet 3 PM at the

Chapel Hill Public Library. Dr. H.G. Jones will give a pre-

sentation on The Shaping of North Carolina, showing

present-day North Carolina on maps beginning with Ptol-

emy 1486 and continuing through the American

Revolution. Dr. Jones is former Curator of the North

Carolina Collection at UNC and is also a past Director of the

North Carolina Division of Archives and History in Ra-

leigh. He currently is on staff at the UNC-CH.

Contact Jay Lester for additional information.

May 10, 2001 - Oxford, UK

The Oxford Seminars in Cartography will have

Mary Spence, GEOprojects (UK) Ltd, Reading, present

Camels and Canals: Art, Technology and Twenty-first Cen-

tury Cartography. Seminars are held in the Upper Lecture

Room, School of Geography, Mansfield Road, Oxford at

5pm. The Oxford Seminars in Cartography are supported

by The Friends of TOSCA, Lovell Johns, Oxford Cartogra-

phers and the School of Geography, University of Oxford.

For further information, please contact: Nick Millea, Map Librar-
ian, Bodleian Library, Broad Street, Oxford, OX1 3BG, tel : 01865
277013, fax : 01865 277139.

May 17, 2001 - Washington

Washington Map Society members and guests will

meet for the Annual Dinner and President’’s Presentation at

the Capitol Hill Club. It is directly behind the Library of

Congress and across the street from METRO (Capitol

South station on Blue/Orange Lines).

Contact Tom Sander for further details.

May 19, 2001 - Milwaukee

The Map Society of Wisconsin will have a field trip to

the Milwaukee County Historical Society at 1:30 PM to see

Milwaukee County in Maps.

For more information, call 414-229-6282.

May 24, 2001 - London

Maps and Society Tenth Series Programme - Dr

Margriet Hoogvliet (Faculty of Arts, Rijksuniversiteit

Groningen). Early Modern Cartography and the Studiolo. -

University of London, Warburg Institute, Woburn Square at

5.00 pm. Admission is free and each meeting is followed by

refreshments. All are most welcome.

This lecture series in the history of cartography is con-

vened by Tony Campbell (Map Library, British Library)

and Dr Catherine Delano Smith (Institute of Historical Re-

search, University of London). The programme has been

made possible through the generous sponsorship of The In-

ternational Map Collectors’ Society, Jonathan Potter of

Jonathan Potter Ltd., and Laurence Worms of Ash Rare

Books. It is supported by Imago Mundi: the International

Journal for the History of Cartography. Displays on the

theme of each lecture, at the Royal Geographical Society,

are arranged by Francis Herbert, Hon. F.R.G.S.

Enquiries to 020 7412 7525 (Tony Campbell).

June 1-3, 2001 - London

The International Map Collectors’ Society June

weekend. Friday 1st June: Reception 18.30 to 20.30.

Bloomsbury Book Auctions will be holding their auction of

maps and books on June 4, 2001. The preview will be held

on Friday June 1 when members and guests of the IMCoS
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June weekend and map fair are invited to a reception at their

premises in 3&4 Hardwick Street. Don’t miss this dual op-

portunity to share a drink with friends and to view the items

coming up for auction.

Saturday 2nd June: Royal Overseas League, Park

Place, St. James Street. Book Browse: An opportunity to

see some of the treasures of the IMCoS library. Slide Show

by Jeffery John Speed, descendent of John Speed, and a

keen map collector. Jeffery will talk about his recent pub-

lished book Tudor Townscapes, the Town Plans from John

Speed’s Theatre of the Empire of Great Britaine - 1610.

Lunch with the presentation of the IMCoS-Helen Wallis

Award for 2001. Conservation Seminar. The Care and Pres-

ervation of Maps with Corinne Hillman, Course Director

BA (Hons) Conservation, at Camberwell College of Art.

Additional information from Jenny Harvey, Fax: +44 (0)20

8788 7819.

Sunday 3rd June: Map Fair, at the Commonwealth

Conference & Events Centre, Kensington High Street,

11.00-17.30 (Members 10.00).

Organiser: Roger Brown, Fax: +44 (0)20 8207 6244

June 7-8, 2001 South Hadley, Massachusetts

NEMO 2001 - A Map Odyssey! The Annual Confer-

ence of the North East Map Organization is scheduled at

Mount Holyoke College, (located in Western Massachu-

setts). Full conference information and conference

registration will appear in the April issue of the Newsletter

and will also be posted on the NEMO web page.

Please contact Jim Walsh, 161 Boutelle St., Fitchburg, MA 01420,
phone 978-345-4061, fax 978-343-2590 if you have any questions
about this year’s conference.

June 30, 2001 - Madrid

The International Society of Curators for Early

Maps will meet, as it usually has since 1985, the day before

the International Conference on the History of Cartogra-

phy.

Contact for further information Ed Dahl, 1292 Montee Paiement,
Gatineau (Quebec) J8R 3K5, Canada, Tel: (819) 561-4029.

July 1-6, 2001 - Madrid

The 19th International Conference on the History

of Cartography will take place in the air-conditioned Con-

ference Room of the Biblioteca Nacional. The main

conference theme will be The History of Cartography of

Spain and Iberoamerica but papers may be submitted on

any aspect of the history of cartography. The official lan-

guages will be English, French and Spanish, with

simultaneous translation between English and Spanish.

Contact for additional details Ms.Carmen Liter, Servicio de
Cartografia, Biblioteca Nacional de España, Paseo de Recoletos
20, E-28071 Madrid, Spain, fax: (+34) 915.807.716; or contact:
Tony Campbell.

July 10-13, 2001 - Perth, Australia

Evelyn Edson, Professor of History at the University of

Virginia, will be the keynote speaker at the international

conference Cultural Encounters in the Indian-pacific

Region, 1200-1800 to be held at the University of Western

Australia. Professor Edson has published a major study for

the British Library series, Studies in Map History, entitled

“Mapping Time and Space: How Medieval Mapmakers

viewed their world” (1997). The principal theme of the con-

ference will be the interaction between European and

established or indigenous cultures in the Indian-Pacific re-

gion. Concurrently there will be a major exhibition of early

modern art works, maps, and scientific instruments to be

held in the Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery.

August 6-10, 2001 - Beijing

20th International Cartographic Conference Map-

ping the 21st Century. You are most welcome to the first

international cartographic gathering in the 21st century!

You will enjoy Technical Sessions, International Map Exhi-

bition, Chinese Historical Map Exhibition, City Tours,

Technical Visits, Social Programs, Pre- and Post- Confer-

ence Excursions.

Additional information from either LOC for ICC 2001, State Bu-
reau of Surveying and Mapping, Sanlinhe Road, Beijing 100830,
China, Fax: +86-10-6831 1564/6833 9095, Tel: +86-10-6834
6614/6833 9095; or from Pierre Planques, Service de la Docu-
mentation, Institut Geographique National, 2, Av Pasteur,
F-94165 St-Mandé cédex, France, Tel 01.43.98.83.47, Fax
01.43.98.84.03.

September 13-16, 2001 - Liverpool, UK

The British Cartographic Society Symposium will

be held at Liverpool University. The Map Curators’ Work-

shop will be on the Thursday afternoon 13th September

with a visit on the Friday morning 14th September.

Session I Helen Wallis Memorial Lecture

Session II The Geography and History of Liverpool

Session III Mapping Urban Spaces

Session IV Ordnance Survey - Review and Prospects

Session V Marketing Maps and Cartographic Products

Session VI Maritime Mapping

Usual Society activities: Group Meetings, Annual Dinner,
Awards Ceremony.

For further information email:
Symposium@cartography.org.uk

October 6, 2001 - Rotterdam

The Brussels International Map Collectors’ Soci-

ety’s autumn excursion will take us to the Maritime

Museum in Rotterdam. Sjoerd de Meer, the curator of maps,

books and ships’ models, and a Speaker at our last Confer-

ence, will guide us around his Museum in the morning; and

show us the highlights of the Museum’s collection of 2,500

printed maps (including an original of Mercator’s 1569
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world map - on the famous “Mercator projection”), 34

globes and 300 atlases in the afternoon.

Further information is available from Brussels International Map
Collectors’ Circle, 71, Av. Des Camelias, B-1150 Brussels Tel/Fax
++32-2-772.69.09; or from Secretary: V. Van de Kerckhof, W. de
Croylaan 23, B-3001 Heverlee.

October 11-16, 2001 - Chicago/Milwaukee

Chicago’s Newberry Library and the American Geo-

graphical Society Collection at the University of

Wisconsin-Milwaukee cordially invite you to the annual

International Symposium of the International Map Col-

lectors’ Society. The Newberry and the AGS, in

collaboration with the Chicago Map Society and Wisconsin

Map Society, are planning five days of lectures and social

activities, tours, and three major exhibits showcasing the

cartographic treasures of the two libraries and Chicago’s

Adler Planetarium.

Contact Jim Akerman at the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the
History of Cartography, Newberry Library, 60 W. Walton Street,
Chicago IL 60610-3380, USA, phone 312-255-3659, fax
312-255-3502 for additional information.

Thanks are due to John W. Docktor’s website -
Cartography - Calendar of Events - which has
provided much of the material included in
these listings. Check it out at:
http://users.supernet.com/pages/jdocktor/

Centrica and Ordnance Survey settle AA
copyright case

Centrica and Ordnance Survey have reached agree-

ment to resolve a long-running copyright action against the

Automobile Association, now owned by Centrica, for the

use of the national mapping agency's maps.

The out of court settlement is for a payment of £20 mil-

lion over two years and an agreement to become a licensee,

so allowing the use of Ordnance Survey source material in

future publishing and information activities. The payment

covers backdated royalty payments, interest on these

amounts, Ordnance Survey's costs and an advance on the

coming year's royalties. Centrica has accepted that the AA

used Ordnance Survey originals as source material to cre-

ate its own maps, and used these in its own publications and

in others it prepared for other publishers. In all, more than

500 publications were involved, with more than 300 mil-

lion individual copies printed.

After a long period trying to resolve the matter prior to

legal action, Ordnance Survey started proceedings against

the AA in December 1996. In the summer of 1999, the AA

paid £875,000 to Ordnance Survey in backdated royalties

in part settlement of the case after admitting a number of its

town plans had been based on Ordnance Survey source ma-

terial as a result of what the AA described as "an error".

Ordnance Survey's Director General and Chief Execu-

tive, Vanessa Lawrence, commented: "With this matter now

behind us, we're looking forward to working with Centrica

in the future. Ordnance Survey mapping is the most detailed

and comprehensive in Great Britain, and a large number of

publishers choose to use it as the basis of their own mapping

products. In defending our intellectual property rights, we

also defend the thousands of businesses who are licensed to

reproduce our material. We use the income this generates to

help cover the costs of keeping our maps and digital data up

to date. We will now consider the best ways of investing this

money back into the infrastructure of Ordnance Survey for

the benefit of our customers."

Centrica's Director of Information Services, Matthew

Thompson explained that the company had been aware of

the position at the time of the acquisition of the AA in Sep-

tember 1999. He said: "We're pleased to have brought this

long and complicated matter to a close and look forward to

working with Ordnance Survey in the future.

"Centrica believes that this was not a case of deliberate

wholesale copying. The AA had genuinely sought to create

an independently derived mapping database and had made

substantial investment in order to do so. However, it is clear

from our investigations that the AA's processes were not as

robust as they should have been. Centrica is very concerned

that such a situation could have arisen, and is now confident

that it could not happen in the future."

Ordnance Survey encourages businesses who want to
use its mapping to check out its web site for information on
how to get licensed: http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk.

From an Ordnance Survey press release
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